PAS LECTURE SERIES BEGINS SEPT. 10, 7 PM

On Tuesday, Sept. 10, PAS will resume membership meetings for the new year. The first lecture will be PENSACOLA: A TALE OF TWO EARLY JAILS. Meghan Mumford, graduate student at UWF, will present her thesis research about downtown Pensacola’s colonial jails. She has unearthed interesting information and researched many historical records that she will share with us.

Parking is still an issue in the area of our meeting space, but Dell Consulting will again allow us to park in their spaces in the first two rows just east of the Bowden Building. When you arrive, come inside to get a pass for your dashboard so you won’t be towed away.

Join us at 7 pm at the Bowden Building, 120 Church Street for a very interesting program and refreshments afterwards.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT http://pasfl.org
AND SEE US ON FACEBOOK.
CHANGES ON THE PAS BOARD OF DIRECTORS

We have had several changes to the PAS Board of Directors during the month of August.

We will really miss Norine Carroll, who has been PAS treasurer for many years. She and her husband are moving back to the Northeast this month to be near family. UWF Archaeology Institute will also miss her as Collections Manager. We wish them the best.

Adrianne Walker will assume the job of PAS Treasurer as an interim replacement, but we are looking for a PAS member or other person who might be interested in taking this position.

Dr. Elizabeth Benchley will become the corresponding secretary in Adrianne’s place.

We welcome our newest board member back to Pensacola after a short absence. GREGG HARDING graduated from UWF with his Master’s in Anthropology a few years ago and has returned to our area as the first CITY ARCHAEOLOGIST for Pensacola! Congratulations and Thank You for joining our PAS Board. You will remember him from a very interesting presentation to PAS about cave archaeology near Marianna.

Your PAS Board is always interested in your ideas for programs, activities or field trips. If you can help with our Facebook page or web page, please let us know. If you are interested in serving on the Board, please contact PAS President Barbara Wright for more information. PAS members are invited and welcome to attend board meetings. These meetings are held at 5:30 pm before the regular membership meeting in the same room at the Bowden Building. Let us hear from you!
**ARCADIA MILL ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE INFO**

Beginning Sept. 1, Arcadia Mill Archaeological site will be open only on Friday and Saturday. See their website for more info. If scheduling a group, reserve a date well ahead.

---

**PENSACOLA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY ANNOUNCES THE STUDENT RESEARCH AWARD**

NEED TO: PRESENT AT A CONFERENCE? TRAVEL TO DO RESEARCH? RUN ANALYTICAL TESTING OR A CARBON-14 DATE? TRACK DOWN REFERENCES?

2 STUDENT AWARDS OF UP TO $400 EACH WILL BE PRESENTED AT THE OCT. 8th, 2019 P.A.S. MEMBERSHIP MEETING

APPLICATION (including supervisor signature) AND 1-PAGE PROPOSAL (INCLUDING BUDGET) ARE

*DUE BY NOON - TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24th, 2019*

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE PAS WEBSITE: pasfl.org

TURN IN PROPOSALS ELECTRONICALLY (PREFERRED) OR HARD COPY TO:

Jan Lloyd in Building 13, Room 302 (jlloyd@uwf.edu).
UWF FIELD SCHOOLS 2019 ARE OVER

The excavation units on land and under water are backfilled for another year. The very high heat index and thunderstorms many days made working outside this summer a challenge.

The Archaeology Institute and Department of Anthropology sponsored 3 field school sections this year. One terrestrial crew under the direction of Dr. John Worth returned to the Luna Settlement Site to continue excavations on two properties from 2017 and 2018. Recovery from both of these areas produced more features and artifacts from the colonists’ two year stay in our area, from 1559-1561. Lab processing has begun and the crew is finish up the paperwork in the air conditioned lab for a change.

A second terrestrial crew under the direction of Dr. Ramie Gougeon worked at the Naval Live Oaks area of Gulf Islands National Seashore. Their goals were to determine the boundaries of a known Native American site and answer some particular research questions at another. They had quite a hike in to the site and out each day. This was quite a different scene than having a field house right next door. They did have an bear encounter that turned out ok for all.

The maritime crew this year used a new dive platform donated by Frank Patti Shipyard as a base this summer in Pensacola Bay. They worked on the Emanuel Point III shipwreck and checked some of the anomalies identified by sonar in past years. They also went up the Blackwater River to practice measuring and drawing site plans on a shipwreck there.

In March 2020 after the lab work is done, we will hear an interesting program about the artifacts recovered this past summer.
PAS FIELD TRIP TO THE LUNA SETTLEMENT SITE

PAS members were treated to a special tour of the Luna Settlement site this summer. Dr. John Worth, Dr. Elizabeth Benchley, field director Kelsey Bruno, other supervisors/students, and Jan Lloyd and lab crew provided explanations of the excavation units and displays of many artifacts recovered during the excavations since 2015. The group had a wonderful view of the Emanuel Point shipwreck sites with the new dive platform in place from the highest point of land. The lab crew was also having a field lab day so a number of the field trip members stayed after the tour to continue rough sorting artifacts to prepare for the UWF fall lab class.
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

UWF ARCHAEOLOGY LAB - BUILDING 13 - The lab class activities and lab workers will take up most of the space through the end of Sept., but we will send out an email when volunteer days are scheduled. Stay tuned!

FPAN ARCHAEOLOGY LAB - downtown at FPAN Center - the first day is Wednesday, Sept. 4. TIME HAS CHANGED: now 9:30-3:30. See the FPAN website for the entire schedule.

PAS LECTURE SERIES FOR FALL 2019

OCT. 8 - FROM WHO’S AFRAID TO YO SOLO: 
THE HUNT FOR THE HMS MENTOR -
AJ Van Slyke, UWF grad student and PAS Grant Awardee

NOV. 12 - DIGGING IN THE (NEIGHBOR)HOOD:
UNCOVERING THE HISTORY AND CULTURE OF BELMONT-DEVILLERS
Robin Reshard, Kukua Institute

DEC. 10 - BEACHCOMBERS PAST AND PRESENT:
ARCHAEOLOGY ON SANTA ROSA ISLAND
Courtney Boren, UWF grad student & PAS Grant Awardee